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Chaotic (tv series)

ChaoticGenreAdventureScience FantasyActionCreated by Merlin P. MannMartin Raufaififflop by Norman J. GrosfieldMichael HaigneyWritten by Michael HaigneyJake Blackmark to be Alan Kingbergghofis by Jansson GriffithsDarren Dunstangari McRebecca Sollermark Thomsonmel
Williams Music Composer John SieglerRalph SchuckettJohn Angie Matt McGuireJulian HarrisJohn AngierPaul RuckerWayne Sharpeelik AlvarezRalph SchuckettFreddy SheinfeldLouis CortelezziJoel DouekJohn SieglerCountry of originUnid StatesOriginal language (s)EnglishNo. From
series3No. From episodes79 (list of episodes) productionExecutive product (s)Norman J. G. GrossfieldAlfred R. KahnBryan C. GannonJohn T. MilitoProducer (s)Michael HaigneyRunning time19 minutesProduction Company (s) Chaos USA Entertainment Group 4Kids Entertainment
Pardell[1]Season 1)Distributor4Kids EntertainmentReleaseOriginal Network Cartoon Network /4Kids TV Network (U.S.) Teletoon (Canada) Original Version October 7, 2006 (2006-10-07) - March 13, 2010 (2010-03-13) Chaos is an American-Canadian animated fantasy tv series produced
by 4Kids Entertainment. The animation was by Canadian Bardle Entertainment Studio for season 1 and South Korean Dong Wu animation for season 2-3. It is based on a Danish trading card game of the same name. Much of the plot is based on the original story of the Danish trading card
game. The chaotic hypothesis tells the story of a teenage boy named Tom and his friend Kaz. Both play anarchist trading card/online game. Kaz always tries to tell Tom about a secret code to play for Real Madrid which Tom refuses to believe. While playing online Tom receives his own
password. When the password enters its game scanner it is moved to a place called Chaos that is able to move it to another world where characters, locations and items in the card game came to life. There are two parts to the chaotic world, the chaos itself and Perim. Chaos where people
play an advanced version of the card/online game where they turn into creatures. Matches can be watched via the monitor by other players. The second part is Perim. In Perim creatures, locations and elements of the game are real. Players from the game Chaos Teleport to Perim can scan
locations, creatures and items with their scanners, gaining the ability to use them in their game. There are four tribes in Perim. Two tribes, the underworld and the underworld, were at war against a superpower called Cothica. Despite their names, there is no sure tribe of good and evil, as
each has different stories and interpretations of how the war began, with each tribe seeing the other as evil. Since then, the Danes and exterminators have joined the war, turning it into a four-way struggle over the Cothica. It is said that the Mipedians were once uniform with The Danes are
united with the underworld. The reason for their separation remains unknown. Both Chaos and Perim consist of a mysterious symbol called chaos code. The symbol of change is constantly observed in random ways. Thus, it is considered chaos. In Perim, The Law of Chaos describes
everything. It contains information for all creatures, BattleGear, Attacks, Mozek, and locations. The Cothica, mentioned above, is the source of all the icons in Perim. The code also describes everything in chaos. BattleDromes, Transporters and CodeScanners can analyze and/or modify this
code for games, transfers, or create virtual cards. When players are in chaos/Perim they are present simultaneously on the ground. When the player leaves chaos chaos they become one person again and the terrestrial version of the player gains memories of anything experienced in the
chaos/Perim world. This is embarrassing the first time they move, as the deck is blocked online so that it can be used self-chaotic and the scanner becomes dysfunctional, making many people think they have broken scanners until they are reunited with themselves anarchist. Main Article
Episodes: SeasonTitleEpisodesOriginally Anarchist Episodes List aired last ed1N/A40October 7, 2006 (2006-10-07) March 22, 2008 (2008-03-22)2M'arrillian Invasion27September 13, 2008 (2008-09-13) October 3, 2009 (2009-10-03)3Secrets of The Lost City12 October 31, 2009 (2009-10-
31)March 13, 2010 (2010-03-13) Characters See Also: List of Anarchist characters Tom Majors (aka MajorTom) - mainly OverWorld player, Tom Majors is the main protagonist of the series. He is later shocked and overwhelmed by his first transfer to chaos, turning into card game creatures
and suffering from the battle for Real Madrid. However, Tom eventually overcomes his fear and presents as a daring risk seeker and thrill seeker, meeting creatures and exploring the dimensions world of Perim. Tom is honest, honest, trustworthy and cares deeply about his friends. Even if
his cards are the rarest and favorites at stake. Tom's favorite card and brand is Maxxor, the leader of Perim's Overworld World. His name and username are a reference to Major Tom, the fictional astronaut of David Bowie's song, Space Oddities. Kazdan Kaz Kalinkas (aka Kid Chow) -
Mainly a underworld player, Kaz focuses on the game, becoming the best player and improving his battle skills and his group. He tends to be more careful and less adventurous; Kaz is usually assisted by his underworld friend H'Earring who helps him locate a desirable scan, usually at the
price of some disgusting dishes. Kaz often warns Tom about the dangers But Tom usually ignores Kaz Kaz's favorite and brand card is Shawar, the leader of the underworld. Peyton (aka Bitonic Master) - Peyton made the third episode of Chaos when he won a battle against Tom. Mainly
mipedian player, Peyton is portrayed as a charismatic and eccentric anarchist player. Peyton speaks colloquially and has an encyclopedic knowledge of the game. His strong opinions, his appearance, his unconventional style of battle and the way he expresses himself are all good for
comedy. He often tests unusual theories and strategies in battle, which, shockingly, often leads to victory. He is also quite happy to show off the cool new rays to his friends. Although he likes to win - especially with his Mipedian creatures - Peyton will also battle using some Perim creatures
in freakiest, just to have the experience of switching to them and feeling their feelings. While most messy players think that one tribe is better than the others, Peyton knows how to look past the characters and find the powers, although when he doesn't test different creatures he prefers his
Mipedian decks. Sarah (aka ChaotiKween) - Presented in the second episode of Chaos when Tom's butt saves when he is tricked into going to Lake Ken-e-Po in Perim. Mainly danian player, Sara is a smart, female-mismatched group with intentions to express her opinion. The player's
fearless and shrewd chaos, she is often in situations to get stuck in a fight with boys and/or other players. On a few occasions, Sarah shows that she has enough courage when confronting a creature that gets her angry and often at a command event of Tom, Peyton or Kaz to pull her out of
danger. She is also known as a hardcore scanner, and she will camp out for weeks just for a rare scan. They also protect the boys too and are willing to do anything to help them. Sara appears to have a close relationship with Tom. This is likely due to the fact that she was the first person he
met in Perim and her definition in the main character group. Christina and Klaybourne (also known as Clayotech) - Krystella and Clay are a crafty team of scammers who act as major repeaters of the series. They met briefly after the series began. They are almost always together the
preferred activity of the duo, besides battling in chaos, is to sabotage the main characters. Cristella and Clay are arrogant, arrogant, rude and affectionate, and Clay is seen as preferring to use Lord Van Ploot on all his other cards. Main Voice actors Darren Dunstan - Kaz Kalinkas, Ama,
Ghatup Jason Griffiths - Tom Major, Fravido, Zahadi Gary Mac - Clay, Ebara Rebecca Soler - Sarah Mark Thompson - Peyton, Shawar, Nagarin, H'Kratian Emily Williams - Kristila Sound Director for the series Darren Dunstan. A short preview was shown on 4Kids TV on 30, 2006 at 10:30
a.m. EDT. [2] Officially introduced on October 7, 2006 at 10:30 am ET. [2] 4Kids entertainment plans to put up a story over seven years, which means there are seven seasons planned in the television series. [3] A second season, called Anarchist: Invasion of Marilyn, aired in September
2008 on 4Kids TV began. [4] While Season 1 uses flash animations, the M'arillian invasion season is animated in traditional animation. Jetix (USA) purchased cable rights for the show and began broadcasting daily at 7:00 a.m. on October 1, 2007. Secrets Lost City season is animated in
traditional animation, like the previous season. Digital cable providers Comcast Cable, Cox Communications and Bresnan Communications debuted four new episodes in February 2008 on 4KidsTV video on demand. Teletoon and CW4Kids air most of their premiere episodes. CW4Kids
premiered in February 2009 with M'arillian invading Episode 14, while Teletoon began airing the second season in January 2009. [5] The Cartoon Network took over over the premieres of the last seven episodes of the M'arrillian invasion in the United States in August 2009, but CW4Kids
regained its first performances when the third series began – The Secrets of the Lost City on Halloween 2009 where the rest of the series would then have a simultaneous premiere on both Cartoon Network and CW4Kids. Toon Disney aired the show on Jetix. [6] [7] On February 13, 2009,
Getex with Toon Disney merged into a new network called Disney XD (a new channel similar in range to Gitex). The Jetix brand no longer exists in the United States, but series 1, the original Chaos, continued to air on Disney XD. [8] Cartoon Network acquired the rights to the second and
third seasons and began broadcasting it and Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D in June 2009. [9] By broadcasting the second season live through, CW was able to premiere episodes before CW4Kids. The end of the series aired on March 13, 2010, but the show continued on the Cartoon Network and Disney
XD until 2011. In 2019, the owner of The Chaos, Brian Gannon, announced in an interview his plans to revive the television series. This series won't be a reboot, but instead pick up where it left off from Siretlands, similar to Jack Samurai Season 5 revival. Video Game Chaos: Shadow
Warriors is an action video game 2009 based on the TV series. It was released in North America on November 10, 2009 on playstation 3, Wii, Xbox 360 and Nintendo DS. [10] [11] [12] [13] References ^ Anarchist Breaking Out with TV Deals | Animation Magazine. ^ A B ENTER CODE
4KIDS TV LAUNCHES NEW ANIMATED SERIES CHAOS (PDF). 4kidsentertainment.com. September 30, 2006. Archived from the original (PDF) on October 22, 2006. Accessed August 29, 2016. ^ 4Kids, Pokemon Marketer and Yo-Gi Oh! Gets in business card . USA Today. December
11, 2006. Archived Originally on December 8, 2011. Accessed October 6, 2016. ^ All-New Chaos debuts on FOX Saturday, Sept. .4kids.tv.com. September 11, 2008. Archived from the original on February 1, 2010. Accessed September 10, 2016. ^ Leo, Ed (December 21, 2008).
TELETOON ANNOUNCES JANUARY 2009 PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS. toonzone.net. Archived from the original version on October 21, 2016. Accessed October 10, 2016. ^ Sale Of Chaos page (PDF). tcdent.com. Archive of the original (PDF) on September 20, 2008. Accessed
October 6, 2016. ^ TC-digital-games-chaos-sell-paper-Marrillian-Invasion (PDF). tcdent.com. Archive d'Or (PDF) on October 10, 2008. Accessed October 6, 2016. ^ Secrets of the Lost City Alliances Revealed (PDF). tcdent.com. Archived from the original (PDF) on September 15, 2012.
Accessed October 6, 2016. ^ 4Kids Entertainment Reports 2009 First Quarter Results. Business wire. May 11, 2009. Archived from the original version on September 27, 2016. Accessed September 24, 2016. ^ Chaos: Shadow Warriors Release Information for DS. GameFAQs. Archive
dissonance from the original version on 2010-12-16. See it on 2011-01-29. ^ Chaos: Shadow Warriors Release PlayStation 3 Information. GameFAQs. Archive from the original on 2010-08-18. See it on 2011-01-29. ^ Chaos: Shadow Warriors Release Information on Wii. GameFAQs.
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